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Improvements
Better performance when encountering extremely long set lists
-

Very long set lists can negatively impact a project’s performance

Grey out the lock to house sync button when no signal is present
-

If no signal is present then it makes for a better UI experience to make the lock to house sync button
unavailable

Fixes
Networking
-

Replacing a Master with an Understudy may cause a Slave's output to stutter

OmniCal
-

Machine freeze on some laptops when running OmniCal or closing the setup capture window

[GUI] Replacing an offline Master via the network widget makes the widget disappear
[GUI] Apply Feed Settings button does not change colour to indicate you have to press it
[Modules] Track Jump module incorrectly changes 'Track' property to current track when the track is duplicated
[Networking] Replacing a Master with an Understudy may cause a Slave's output to stutter
[OmniCal Camera] Machine freeze on some laptops when running OmniCal or closing the setup capture window
[OmniCal Camera] Employ more consistent terminology when exporting reports
[Stage] Slave machine does not follow its Pure Master when switching stages
[Stage] Renaming the current stage then restarting the project results in an error condition as the project attempts to
display the original name
[Timeline] Importing a track at the beginning of the track removes its section breaks

Current known issues
VR
-

VR entails on additional render overhead
This may result in a poor performance

Upgrading 32-bit to 64-bit Sockpuppet shows
-

There may be issues upgrading Sockpuppet projects from 32-bit to 64-bit in 14.4.x builds. If your project falls
into this category, please contact support@disguise.one who can arrange a project upgrade for you

Permissions error after installing
-

On a small number of machines, a python-based permissions error will prevent software from starting.
This issue can be solved by restarting Windows

Potential UI performance regression with long and busy timelines
-

With either long or busy timelines containing e.g. a plethora of notes/cues, the UI may suffer a degradation in
performance
Minimising the timeline negates this

Slideshows transition time
-

The transition time between slides in slideshows is currently broken
The fix for this makes fundamental changes to timeline operations, so will take a while to work its way into
future releases

Detailed changelog
A more comprehensive and detailed changelog will be issued for r15 in the coming days

Please contact support@disguise.one for feedback and issues

